In past decades, the GII.4 genotype with a higher evolutionary rate predominated in norovirus epidemics globally. In the winter of 2014--5, a novel GII.17 variant emerged, causing large outbreaks in mainland China and sporadic infections globally. The origin, evolution and transmission patterns of this new emerged variant are largely unknown. We generated 103 full capsid and 8 whole genome sequences of GII.17 strains collected between August 2013 and November 2015 in Guangdong province. Phylogeny reconstruction was performed by including all public available GII.17 sequences. Our evolutionary analysis revealed variable evolutionary rates during GII.17 evolution history. The newly emerged lineage GII.17_Kawasaki_2014 most likely originated from Africa around 2001 and evolved at 5.6 × 10^−3^ substitutions/site/year. In this lineage, a novel variant with series of important amino acids changes emerged around August 2013 and caused epidemics in 2014--5. Through Bayesian skyline plot analysis, we found that the phylodynamics of GII.17_Kawasaki_2014 lineage were similar to the epidemic pattern observed during GII.4 evolution. Hong Kong was inferred as the epicenter of local GII.17 outbreaks, and frequent virus transitions were observed among Hong Kong and several coastal cities in Guangdong. In this study, we provide a novel insights into GII.17 noroviruses by inferring virus evolution and local transmission patterns. Our analysis highlights the possibility that a rarely detected genotype of norovirus could rapidly cause local epidemics by replacement with a new variant. As the persistence of GII.17 has been observed in the winter of 2015--6, close monitoring the evolution of GII.17 globally is critical for current norovirus disease control and vaccine development.
